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Assessment Plan Overview 
 

The Johnson College Assessment Plan provides direction for assessment in all aspects of 

the College to foster continuous improvement to reach the institutional goals as established in the 

Vision 2020 Strategic Plan. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness (OIE) provides oversight on 

assessment practices, including training, monitoring, and assessing individual unit assessment 

practices, which ultimately leads to institutional assessment. To fulfill the requirements of the 

office, members of the OIE administer surveys, gather and analyze data, provide reports to 

decision makers, coordinate Academic program and Administrative, Educational, and Student  

Support (AES) unit annual and periodic reviews, chair the Johnson College Assessment Team 

(JCAT) and the Strategic Planning Committee, and serve as a support network for program and 

institutional accreditation. 

Johnson College is continuously engaged in planning, evaluation, and assessment of 

resources, facilities, and the degree of success in program implementations. The Johnson College 

Vision 2020 Strategic Plan and mission statement place emphasis on the holistic and dynamic 

priorities of the institution. Johnson College implements several procedures to assess the 

effectiveness in achieving its mission. A well-defined institutional organization and shared 

governance structure supports administrative decision-making processes and allocation of 

resources. Regular institutional assessments are conducted on a defined timeline. Assessment 

occurs at the student level with faculty members assessing students on a regular basis. This 

process continues at the department, program, unit, and institutional levels. 

Institutional assessment is not independent of the academic assessment process and is 

closely linked to assessment of student learning outcomes and program learning outcomes. 

Faculty, staff, and students are engaged in the assessment processes institution wide. Academic 

programs, AES Units, and Administration, including Board members, engage in active 

evaluation of programs and in allocation of resources.  

Johnson College engages in continuous and dynamic assessments and evaluation of 

performance. Many of these assessments are carried out in the spirit of shared governance 

common to Johnson College. In these cases, both internal and external assessments and strategic 

planning occur collaboratively with faculty, staff, and administration as well as with industry 

partners and Program Advisory Committees (PAC). Johnson College regularly reviews the 

assessment processes and procedures for applicability, usability, and effectiveness. Revision of 

the processes and procedures occur as necessary to create a working assessment model that 

reflects the mission, vision, and culture of the College.  Consistent assessment and review of the 

assessment procedures ensure that Johnson College will remain effective and efficient in 

supporting its mission.  
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MISSION STATEMENT

Johnson College provides real-world, hands-on learning in a 
caring environment and prepares graduates to enter into or 

advance in their careers.

Initiate

Johnson College will be a place that
has the guts to take risks, the grit to 
demonstrate passion, and feels the 

glory of achievement 

STRATEGIC PLAN
2017 - 2020

GOAL 1:
Foster 

Innovation & 
Excellence

GOAL 4:
Ensure 

Stewardship & 
Growth of 
Resources

GOAL 2:
Enhance
 Student 
Success

GOAL 3:
Promote 

Equity and 
Inclusion 

INSTITUTIONAL VALUES

Participate

Johnson College will be a place that
has the guts to speak up, the grit to 
get involved, and feels the glory of 

what we can do together 

Endure

Johnson College will be a place that
has the guts to overcome challenges, 
the grit to go the distance, and feels 

the glory of resilience 
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Strategic Plan 
 

Pre-Planning  

 

In August 2016, then Executive Vice President Katie Leonard, who is led the Vision 2020 

strategic planning process, conducted a Leadership Retreat with the Senior Leadership Team. This 

retreat served as an environmental scan of the Johnson College internal and external environments, 

focused on reassessing factors that led to formulation of the Board Directives. In addition to 

assessment, the purpose of the retreat was to prepare for the upcoming strategic planning process. 

Based on the ever-changing higher education landscape, the group made the decision to develop a 

3-year as opposed to 5-year Strategic Plan. The Strategic Plan Task Force later made the decision 

to align the Strategic Plan with the fiscal year, as opposed to the academic year.  

 

Based on this assessment, four key themes emerged, which were communicated to the 

campus community at the August 15, 2016 All-College meeting and served as the basis for the 

Vision 2020 Institutional Goals.  

 

 Strive for Academic Excellence  

 Expand Reach  

 Enhance the Student Experience  

 Enhance Partnerships and Put Them to Work for Mutual Benefit  

 

The campus community held a conversation at that All-College meeting to brainstorm 

possible strategies to help Johnson College become the best it can be, developing ideas that later 

provided themes for development of objectives.  

 

Mission and Vision/Shared Values  

 

The Strategic Plan Task Force conducted two surveys in December 2016, coordinated by 

the Office of Institutional Effectiveness (OIE). The surveys assessed internal and external 

stakeholder feedback on relevancy of the current vision and mission statements as well as open-

ended questions regarding the future of the College and benefits of a Johnson College education.  

OIE compiled the results through a process of thematic analysis of sorting and looking for 

relationships. Seventy-six stakeholders responded to the vision survey, providing 500 data points 

for analysis; 120 stakeholders responded to the mission survey, providing over 600 data points. 

The Task Force assessed the resulting graphic documents within the context of stakeholder desire 

for limited change to the mission statement and tolerance for a bit more change to the vision. 

Discussion resulted in recommendation of changes put forward in a series of Hallway 

Conversations.  

 

Task Force members monitored the Hallway Conversations, where stakeholders including 

students, faculty, staff, administrators, Program Advisory Committee members, and members of 

the Board of Directors were invited to select between two vision statements as well as three 

changes to wording in the mission statement. These conversations occurred three separate days at 

three different campus locations over a total of 13 hours. The process recorded 163 unique 
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responses to the vision statement, approximately 23% of potential participants. The process 

recorded 148 unique responses to the mission statement, approximately 21% of potential 

participants. The Board of Directors approved the updated vision and mission statements on 

February 9, 2017.  

 

To develop the shared values, the Executive Vice President convened a smaller work group 

composed of individuals she felt already embodied the spirit of Johnson College. The group was 

asked to develop a set of values that the entire College community could see themselves in and to 

which the Johnson College community could hold each other accountable. The charge to the group 

was that the values should:  

 

 Set us apart from the competition and demonstrate how we are unique  

 Serve as a rallying cry for all stakeholders  

 Help us become a workplace and college of choice – that the people we attract see what 

we stand for and enthusiastically state, “yes, I can see myself growing and thriving there”  

 Sticking to them should not necessarily be easy all the time  

 

The updated mission, vision, and shared values were introduced to the campus community at 

the Employee Appreciation Breakfast in mid-April 2017. 

 

Institutional Goals & Objectives  

 

The mission became the foundation of the institutional goals developed by The Strategic 

Plan Task Force during March 2017. The mission, combined with themes that emerged during 

the August 2016 Leadership Retreat and All-College meeting, guided the College through the 

institutional goals and objectives. These goals are the overarching, shared goals of the College; 

what we are collectively agreeing to focus on throughout Vision 2020. The Strategic Planning 

Committee of the Board approved the goals on April 4, 2017, with full Board approval on April 

20, 2017.  

Institutional Goal 1: Foster Academic Innovation & Excellence  

Objective 1.1 – Position the College to achieve Middle States Accreditation by entering 

into Self Study before 2020  

Objective 1.2 – Expand Distance Education opportunities  

Objective 1.3 – Develop plan for program improvements  

Objective 1.4 – Enhance partnerships and put them to work for mutual benefit  

Objective 1.5 – Enhance student learning through experiential activities beyond the 

classroom  

Institutional Goal 2: Enhance Student Success  

Objective 2.1 – Restructure General Education  

Objective 2.2 – Restructure Student Engagement programming to meet needs of majority 

of students  

Objective 2.3 – Enhance the College’s customer care philosophy  
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Institutional Goal 3: Promote Equity & Inclusion  

Objective 3.1 – Increase service to underserved students  

Objective 3.2 – Remove barriers within the application process  

Objective 3.3 – Foster a welcoming campus climate that promotes and celebrates 

diversity  

Objective 3.4 – Engage alumni and current students to play a role in the inclusion of all 

students  

Institutional Goal 4: Ensure Stewardship & Growth of Resources  

Objective 4.1 – Focus on growth of resources that supports STEM education and 

academic innovation  

Objective 4.2 – Grow strategic investment in capital projects  

Objective 4.3 – Build fundraising capacity  

Objective 4.4 – Increase overall enrollment  

Objective 4.5 – Align resource allocation with academic and AES unit plans  

 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)  

 

Monthly Board Reports have been used to communicate KPIs to The Board of Directors. 

Starting June 2016, these reports were provided by the Executive Office with the KPIs reported 

monthly as follows:  

 Persistence 

 Retention  

 Enrollment  

 Graduation Rate 

 Job Earnings  

 Placement 

 Financial Health (Excess Net Assets) 

 

A new Board Committee structure was implemented in September 2017 to include the 

newly created Strategic Visioning & Governance Committee.  

 

Institutional Planning Process  

 

The institutional mission creates the foundation for the Institutional Goals and Objectives 

which are interwoven into AES Unit and Program Plans. The College uses monthly, quarterly, 

annual and periodic planning cycles throughout implementation and integration of Vision 2020. 

Modifications to AES Unit and Academic Program goals and objectives can occur throughout the 

planning cycles to accommodate external and internal adjustments needed. The Office of 

Institutional Effectiveness collects data and information stemming from the assessment of the 

strategic plan and distributes results to Execute Council as well as the Strategic Planning 

Committee, which monitors the effectiveness of the Strategic Plan.  
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Assessment of Strategic Plan  

 

Assessment processes at Johnson College can be represented as a key component within 

the College’s continuous improvement cycle (Figure 1). The institutional mission drives the 

assessment process through development of Academic Program and AES Unit goals and 

objectives, establishment of criteria for success, documentation of data results, and analysis for 

use of the results in closing the loop and leading back to evaluation of goals and objectives (Figure 

2). Assessment is supported by a variety of surveys, data collection, and reviews as indicated in 

the Assessment Inventory (see Appendix). Quarterly review of program and unit progress is 

provided by the Strategic Planning Committee of the College. The Strategic Planning Committee 

is comprised of College stakeholders including students, faculty, staff, Executive Council, and 

Board of Directors. Student members serve on the committee for one year and submit 

recommendations for their successors upon graduation. The Director of Institutional Effectiveness 

serves as the Committee Chair. All other members serve for the duration of the strategic plan. After 

a new strategic plan is developed, a new group of stakeholders are identified to serve on the 

committee, allowing for a fresh set of eyes to assess the effectiveness of the new strategic plan. 

 

Assessment Process Flow (Figure 1) 

 

 

The Johnson College Assessment Team (JCAT), made up of employees from AES Units, 

faculty, and administration, serves as the guide for campus-wide assessment processes. Members 

of the committee provide training and support to the College community in all aspects of 

assessment. Committee members complete the Syllabus Review as well as the Results, Review, 

and Recommendation (RRR) according to the Assessment Timeline (see Appendix). Members 

also serve as external reviewers during Periodic Reviews of AES Units and Academic Programs. 
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Institutional Goal Alignment (Figure 2) 

 

 

Administrative, Educational, and Student Support (AES) Unit Assessment 

 

Each AES Unit aligns its goals and objectives to the institutional goals. Assessment of 

goals occurs throughout the fiscal year culminating in an annual review of the AES Unit in May. 

Using the AES Unit Annual Assessment template, each unit reflects on the yearly progress toward 

goals. Data from surveys, internal tracking, and other metrics are used to assess unit effectiveness. 

The AES Unit updates their SWOT analysis, and then determines whether current goals should 

remain in their plan, remain in the plan with an increased benchmark, removed from the plan for 

reasons of inapplicability, or removed from the plan because the loop was closed as the goal(s) 

were met. 

 

The Periodic Review cycle of assessment provides for a more in-depth look at each of the 

AES Units on a five-year schedule (see Assessment Timeline). This review provides for a two-

pronged approach involving both a Self-Study and an External Review Team assessment. Each 

group has unique responsibilities and works parallel to each other. Components of the review 

include a unit overview in terms of mission, staffing, and services; a SWOT analysis by both 

groups; and recommendations for action plans for improvement. The process also includes the 

oversight of any action plans by the Strategic Planning Committee of the College.  

 

Finally, the Johnson College Results, Review, and Recommendation (RRR) Process is 

structured to allow all levels of administration to regularly gauge the effectiveness and efficiency 

of AES Units. AES Units undergo review on a staggered, five-year cycle according to the 
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Assessment Cycle Timeline. The Johnson College Assessment Team (JCAT) reviews the 

assessment processes used by each unit including the proper and robust use of templates, use of 

data in decision-making, and progress toward goals and objectives. The attached Program 

Assessment Plan rubric is used to provide feedback to the AES Units on the use of their assessment 

system. This process also reviews aggregated unit-level data such as Student Satisfaction and Exit 

Surveys, and Graduate Follow-up Surveys to identify areas of strength and weakness. The 

committee completes a Committee Data Review Form which provides feedback to the AES Unit 

members who will then incorporate recommendations into their assessment processes moving 

forward. 

 

Additional information regarding the annual and periodic reviews of AES Units is 

contained in the Annual and Periodic Assessment documents located in the appendices.  

 

Academic Program Assessment  

 

Academic Programs engage in continual improvement through ongoing cycles of 

assessment at each level of the program: course, program, and department. Course level objectives 

are assessed on a semester basis. Objectives are reviewed for applicability and graded activities 

are assessed for their ability to reflect student learning. The results are recorded in the Teaching 

Assessments database located in the Shares Data drive (V:\TEACHING ASSESSMENTS). 

Instructors use the results of this assessment to either adjust the graded activity or to adjust the 

objectives of the course. Changes to course-level objectives must be submitted to the Curriculum 

Committee for review prior to implementation. 

 

Program-level assessment occurs through the review of the Student Learning Outcomes 

(SLOs). SLOs are linked to specific classes within the program through the Program Objectives 

Curriculum Map, located in each program’s Program Assessment folder on the Shares drive. SLOs 

are assessed on a semester basis and the results are recorded in the SLO grids located in the 

Program Assessment folder on the Shares drive (S:\Assessments\Program Assessment). Program 

Directors use the results of this assessment to determine the applicability of the SLO or to 

determine the effectiveness of the program to ensure that students are meeting the program’s 

Student Learning Outcomes. Action plans are developed to address the areas that fell short of 

benchmarks and areas that would benefit from continuous improvement.   

 

Department-level assessment occurs on an annual basis through the completion of the 

Academic Program Annual Assessment template. Using the template, each program reflects on 

the yearly progress toward goals. Data from surveys, internal tracking, and other metrics are used 

to assess program effectiveness. The Academic Program updates their SWOT analysis and then 

determines whether current goals should remain in their plan, remain in the plan with an increased 

benchmark, removed from the plan for reasons of inapplicability, or removed from the plan 

because the loop was closed as the goal(s) were met. 

 

Each program also undergoes a periodic syllabus review (see Assessment Timeline, and 

Syllabus Assessment Review Template) to ensure that these official documents best reflect the 

objectives of the course as it relates to each program and also the student-centered culture of the 

College. 
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The Periodic Review cycle of assessment provides for a more in-depth look at each of the 

Academic Programs on a five-year schedule (see Assessment Timeline). This review provides for 

a two-pronged approach involving both a Self-Study and an External Review Team assessment. 

Each group has unique responsibilities and works parallel to each other. Components of the review 

include a unit overview in terms of mission, staffing, and services; a SWOT analysis by both 

groups; and recommendations for action plans for improvement. The process also includes the 

oversight of any action plans by the Strategic Planning Committee of the College.  

 

Each program is also maintains a Program Advisory Committee (PAC) which is comprised 

of industry representatives, alumni, and faculty from local Career and Technology Centers (CTCs). 

The committees meet semi-annually to assess the effectiveness of the program and the curriculum 

as it relates to industry standards. Input from these meetings lend to the continuous improvement 

of each academic program. 

 

Programs which are found to be under-performing according to Institutional KPIs, 

including enrollment trends and financial analysis, are placed on hiatus for a period of one year. 

During the hiatus, an environmental analysis is completed to determine the viability of the 

program. At the end of the hiatus, the Office of Academics determines whether to revive the 

program or to terminate its offering. A revival consists of a proactive marketing campaign and a 

partnership with the Enrollment department to ensure success of the program and its students. The 

termination of the program includes a teach-out plan as well as the necessary adjustments to 

marketing material to solidify closure. Transcripts and other necessary documentation on 

graduates of a terminated program are kept on file according to state and federal regulations. 

 

Finally, the Johnson College Results, Review, and Recommendation (RRR) Process is 

structured to allow the program faculty and all levels of administration to regularly gauge the 

effectiveness and efficiency of Academic Programs. Academic Programs undergo review on a 

staggered, five-year cycle according to the Assessment Cycle Timeline. The Johnson College 

Assessment Team (JCAT) reviews the assessment processes used by each program including the 

proper and robust use of templates, use of data in decision-making, and progress toward goals and 

objectives. The attached RRR Program Assessment Plan rubric is used to provide feedback to the 

programs on the use of their assessment system. This process also reviews aggregated unit-level 

data such as Employer Surveys, Student Engagement and Exit Surveys, and Graduate Follow-up 

Surveys to identify areas of strength and weakness. The committee completes a Committee Data 

Review Form which provides feedback to the program representatives who will then incorporate 

recommendations into their assessment processes moving forward. 

 

Additional information regarding the assessment practices of Academic Programs is 

contained in the documents located in the appendices.  

 

General Education Assessment 

 

 General Education strives to cultivate students’ abilities to make an honorable living and 

become contributing members of society.  As an integral part of the entire college experience, 

General Education provides students with skills, knowledge, and cultural awareness that enable 
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students to succeed in their program courses and their careers. To this end, Johnson College 

established General Education as its own program in 2018, accountable for the success of all 

students at the College in the following five areas: 

 Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 

 Written and Oral Communication 

 Scientific and Quantitative Reasoning 

 Technological Competency and Information Literacy 

 Equity and Inclusion 

Each program has mapped the general education objectives to specific courses within the 

program via the General Education Curriculum Map, located in each program’s Program 

Assessment folder on the Shares drive. 

 While general education has been an integral part of the academic programs, the formal 

evaluation process of the general education objectives along with the activities, assessment, and 

evaluation of the general education learning outcomes commenced in the 2014-2015 academic 

year.  Since then, the assessment of general education has been an iterative process. Initial 

assessment processes of general education outcomes entailed the submission of program-specific 

artifacts representing each of the core goals of general education. These artifacts were assessed for 

competency by select members of an Academic Assessment Team using established rubrics. After 

a full cycle of assessment was completed (one goal per semester for five semesters), the process 

was evaluated for reliable student outcomes and effectiveness. It was determined that the process 

did not truly reflect the ability of Johnson College students to apply the general education core 

competencies within their program areas. This was due to several reasons: 1) artifact submissions 

were not consistent within and across programs; 2) while the rubrics aligned with the general 

education objectives within each of the goals, the artifacts did not align to the rubrics, thus giving 

a false fail rate; 3) inconsistent submission from programs prevented identification of student 

progression in the core competencies throughout the program. 

 The General Education Program Director and the Director of the Office of Institutional 

Effectiveness have revised the process through which general education will be assessed within 

the programs. Starting in the fall 2019, a general education assessment will be given to incoming 

first-year students, and the same test will be given to graduating second-year students. These 

assessments were developed in collaboration with program directors specifically for Johnson 

College students. They are program specific and identify each aspect of the general education core 

competencies as they are applied in each program. The results should indicate both the students’ 

ability to apply general education competencies within their respective programs and the level of 

progression in these competencies during their time at Johnson College. At the end of the first year 

of implementation, the tests will be assessed for appropriate questions. At the end of the third year, 

the process itself will be assessed for its effectiveness to determine students’ ability and 

progression in general education core competencies. 
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Institutional Assessment 

Assessment at the institutional level occurs throughout the year. Academic programs and 

AES Units report monthly on the status of their Vision 2020 goals to their Executive Council 

member. Council members report-out to the President and CEO, as well as to the Strategic 

Planning Committee. An annual Close-Out Report is created once the final assessment documents 

are submitted which summarizes the assessment of all Academic Programs and AES Units. The 

results of these assessments culminate in a big-picture view of the progress the College has made 

toward achieving the Institutional Goals of the Strategic Plan. Upon review by the President  & 

CEO, the Close Out Report is analyzed by the Strategic Planning Committee which then monitors 

the action plans of each program and unit. The Board of Directors is informed of this progress 

during regular board meetings and feedback is provided and implemented as necessary. 

Resource Allocation  

The Strategic Plan, Academic Program and AES Unit plans are formalized as drivers of 

the resource allocation strategy, which occurs through the operating and capital budgets. Resource 

allocation at Johnson College can be envisioned as a key component within the continuous 

improvement loop of the College’s planning processes. The institutional mission drives the 

planning cycle through implementation and integration of the Strategic Plan. Academic Program 

and AES Unit Annual Assessment and Periodic Reviews further assist in identifying required 

resources for integration of the Strategic Plan. Assessment of strategy requires monitoring of 

criteria for success to assess that resources are used efficiently and appropriately to support College 

mission and goals. The process leads to continuous improvement action plans.  

 

As part of the strategic planning process, Johnson College documents budgeting, planning, 

and resource allocation processes that include financial, human capital, physical plant, and 

technological resources as documented in the Planning and Resource Allocation policy. The 

Enrollment Projection Model (EPM) assists with revenue projections, which ties the effect of 

projected expenditures to sustainability. The EPM further assists with developing future tuition 

and fees recommendations that support the long-term growth of the College.  

 

Shared Governance 

To promote collaboration, shared decision-making, and accountability for continuous 

improvement, Johnson College maintains several standing committees. Committees are comprised 

of all campus members including students, faculty, staff, and administration. Through committee 

participation, College stakeholders are able to voice their ideas and provide input on a variety of 

campus initiatives. A brief overview of the standing committees is found in Figure 3. 
 

Communication  

Sharing information about the Strategic Plan occurs through several venues. The Executive 

Office posts written SharePoint announcements of significant milestones. Strategic Plan updates 

are verbally communicated at All-College meetings or special work sessions, which can also 

feature a break-out session with smaller groups sharing information and communicating back to 

the larger group. Group report-outs to the total population further showed the integration of plans 

across campus. All program and AES Unit annual and periodic assessment results, along with the 

accompanying data and evidence, are stored in the Shares drive and are available for all employees 
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to view. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness will also post assessment results on the 

department’s website as they become available.  
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Assessment Inventory 

Academic Programs 

Assessment Timeframe Results Location 

Annual Academic Program 

Assessment 
Annual S:\Assessments\Program Assessment 

Periodic Academic Program 

Review 
Every four years 

S:\Assessments\Program Assessment\PROGRAM 

REVIEWS 

Syllabus Review Every four years S:\Assessments\Program Assessment\Syllabi  Review 

Curriculum Map Review Annual 
S:\Assessments\Program Assessment: Within each 

department folder 

SLO Review Every two years 
S:\Assessments\Program Assessment: Within each 

department folder 

Results, Review, and 

Recommendation (RRR) 
Every four years S:\Assessments\JCAT\RRRs 

AES Units 

Assessment Timeframe Results Location 

Annual AES Unit Assessment Annual S:\Assessments\AES Unit Assessment: Unit folders 

Periodic AES Unit Review Every four years S:\Assessments\AES Unit Assessment: Unit folders 

Results, Review, and 

Recommendation (RRR) 
Every four years S:\Assessments\JCAT\RRRs 

Institutional Assessment 

Assessment Timeframe Results Location 

AES Unit/Academic Program 

Report to Executive Council 
Monthly Executive Council Meeting Minutes 

Strategic Planning Committee Quarterly S:\Assessments\SPC 

Closeout Report Annual S:\Assessments\SPC 

Surveys 

Assessment Timeframe Results Location 

Freshman Survey 
5th Week of Fall 

Semester 
S:\Assessments\Survey Results 

Orientation Survey 
Following each new 

student orientation 
S:\Assessments\Survey Results 

Senior Exit Survey Grad Finale S:\Assessments\Survey Results 

Alumni Survey November and May S:\Assessments\Survey Results 

Student Satisfaction Surveys Annual Assessment Day S:\Assessments\Survey Results 

End-of-Course Survey Each semester S:\Assessments\Program Assessment: depart. folders 

Employer Survey August S:\Assessments\Survey Results 

Board Assessment Survey Annual (Spring) Secretary to the Board 

Campus Climate Survey Every 3 years (Jan.) Human Resources 

Faculty Survey Every 2 years-Spring S:\Assessments\Survey Results 

Ad Hoc Surveys 

As requested (e.g. 

feasibility studies, 

industry needs surveys) 

S:\Assessments\Survey Results 
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Academic Program Assessment Documents 

Annual Academic 
Program Assessment 6.25.19.docx

 

Periodic Academic 
Program Review Template 6.25.19.docx

 

External Review 
Response Document.docx

 

Syllabus 
Assessment Review Template v3.5.19.docx

 

 

SLO TEMPLATE.docx

 

General Education 
Curriculum Map for Programs.xlsx

 

Course Objective 
Database Instructions.pdf

 

Academic 
Assessment Cycle Timeline Update 7.1.19.pdf

 

AES Unit Assessment Documents 
 

AES Unit ANNUAL 
Assessment Template Final 6.25.19.docx

 

AES Unit PERIODIC 
Template 7.3.19 Final.docx

 

External Review 
Response Document.docx

 

AES Unit 
Assessment Cycle Timeline Update 7.1.19.pdf

 

Additional Assessment Documents 
 

RRR Template.docx

 

Survey 
Calendar.pdf

 

Assessment 
Glossary.pdf

 

SWOT Analysis 
Instructions.docx

 

Assessment 
Inventory.docx

 


